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Abstract
Gecko is one of the lizards that is human familiar with living in warm regions of the world.
It’s remarkable climbing ability, which are desirable in many situations, motivate us to
develop an end effector simulating the climbing mechanism of gecko. The abilities to create
large adhesion without wearing off after repeated usage and performs grasping ability without
environment constraint are prefered in many industrial cases. However, currently there is no
well developed gecko-inspired end-effector yet. Therefore, the aim for this project is to
develop and enhance the performance of the end-effector for industrial usage, which will
mainly cover the choice of material, design of the end-effector and the feedback system for
grasping process.
1. Detailed description of the project
1.1 Background
Thin-film glass industry, or other industry that handle with delicate objects, usually requires a
precise force control for conventional robotics end-effector while at the same time maintain
precise position control. Therefore, the grasping processes of the thin-film is always a
challenge for the industrial to solve, especially for a deliciated object like glass. Most of the
assembly line for thin-film needs to be a vacuum, so that the method of suction could not
apply directly, which leads to a reduction in efficiency. The current solutions to solve the
problem of grasping delicate objects such as the thin-film are either expensive for large-scale
industrial usage or low performance which may reduce efficiency. For example, bernoulli
gripper, and machanical fingers.
Our solution is to utilize the characteristics of gecko’s climbing ability. Through their
specialized micro-hairs on the pads, geckos are able to climb on various surfaces easily. The
micro-hairs on their feet are the key to the secret of their climbing ability, which are called
setae. These setae can grant the ability to move on different surface firmly even against
gravity. Thus, we have come out with a design named Autonomous Gecko-Inspired Symbiosis
Robotics End-Effector by simulating the biological features of gecko. The characteristics of
strong attachment, easy detachment, fast response, environment independent and leave no
trace after usage motivate us to design and enhance the Gecko-Inspired End-Effector for
industrial usage.
1.2 Objectives of The Project
The objective of this project is to develop and enhance an Autonomous Gecko-Inspired
Symbiosis Robotics End-Effector. Through the remarkable directional stickiness by Van der
Waals force, the Gecko-Inspired End-Effector is capable of grasping a wide range of objects
with variously complicated surface geometry. Performance of the End-Effector is enhanced
by refining and improving surface feature and texture. A high precision preload feedback
system will be developed to generate the right amount of preload to the Gecko-Inspired
End-Effector, in order to increase the adhesive force. With the special design of the
Gecko-Inspired End-Effector, it could adapt to various surface geometry or condition. The
synthetic gecko patch with a surface area of 5 cm^2, expects to grasp the object up to 1.6Kg.
The surface to weight ratio is extraordinary, with considering the detach force is only a few
micronewtons. Moreover, the synthetic gecko patch would have the ability for self-cleaning.
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With the unique design of the micro surface feature, there will be energetic disequilibrium
between the dust particle and the gecko patch, so that the dust tends not to be attached to the
patch. It has the great advantage for the life expectancy of the gecko patch, it is expecting to
use million times without reducing its performance.
As the Gecko-Inspired End-Effector arms to fit the working condition in an industrial
environment, it needs to be installed to the robotic arm. The robotics arm we use is Staübli
Tx60, it is an articulated arm with six axes for increased flexibility, and it has a maximum
payload of nine kilograms and a 670-micrometer reach. Furthermore, the sensing system is
also needed for our system for the system to identify the simulation from the environment. A
sensing system combining force and torque would be developed. With the force and torque
system, the interaction of the gripper and the object could be properly feedback to the system.
Thus, the suitable amount of preload could be applying to finish the grasping motion. With
the aid of the sensing system, the whole system could perform the translocation of the glass
semi/fully-automatic.
1.3 Working Principle
Before start working on the project, we studied the working principles behind the function of
gecko adhesive system, to ensure the feasibility of building a biomimetic gripper using Van
der Waals force, and establish necessary understandings that may provide a guide in the
future work. Firstly, the geometries of the gecko adhesive system are studied as shown in
Figure 1 [1].
Five properties are found especially significant or preferred as a gripper, which is: high
adhesion coefficient, anisotropic attachment, low detachment force, material Independent
adhesion, and self-cleaning. The details of these properties, proposed principles that explain
the properties, and model parameters for each property are discussed in the following parts,
together with the calculation of force in gecko model.
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Figure 1. Gecko pad under Macro, Meso, Micro and Nano observation
1.3.1 High Adhesion Coefficient and Anisotropic Attachment
The ratio of preload to pull-off force is the adhesion coefficient, µ’, which represents the
strength of adhesion as a function of the preload [2]. In isolated gecko setae, a 2.5-µN preload
yielded adhesion between 20 µN [3] and 40 µN[4] and thus a value of µ' of between 8 and 16.
This implies a sufficient potential for gripping action.
Meanwhile, strong shear force can also be generated which are favorable for gripper design
as well. A small normal preload force yielded a shear force of -40 µN, six times the force
predicted by whole-animal measurements. The small normal preload force, combined with a
5-µm proximal shear displacement yielded a very large shear force of 200 µN, 32 times the
force predicted by whole-animal measurements [5] and 100 times the frictional force
measured with the seta oriented with spatulae facing away from the surface [3].
However, the magnitude of forces depends highly on the application steps. Autumn et al[3].
measured the adhesive and shear force of a single isolated gecko seta and claims that the
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angle of the setal shaft was particularly important in achieving strong. The preload and drag
steps were also necessary to initiate significant adhesion in isolated gecko setae, consistent
with the load dependence and directionality of adhesion observed at the whole-animal scale
by Haase [6].
1.3.2 Low Detachment Force
Another necessary ability of a qualified gripper is to detach and place the target down easily
and quickly. This is also proved to be achievable by the fact that geckos can detach their feet
in just 15 ins with no measurable detachment forces [7]. The manner is simply increasing the
angle that the setal shaft (a) makes with the substrate to 30' causes detachment [3]. As the
angle of the setal shaft increases, sliding stops and stress increases at the trailing edge of the
seta, causing fracture of the seta-substrate bonds [3] and returning the seta to the unloaded
default state. This scenario is supported by models of setae as cantilever beams [8], [9], [10]
and by finite element modeling (FEM) of the seta [9]. Autumn et al. [3] also revealed more
than an order of magnitude decrease in adhesive force as an increase from 30' to 90'.
1.3.3 Material Independent Adhesion
The property of material independent adhesion broad the application of the proposed gripper.
This was proven by similar forces detected on different target materials [1]. Shear stress of
live gecko toes on GaAs (θ=110° and SiO (θ=0°) semiconductors were not significantly
different, and adhesion of a single gecko seta on the hydrophilic SiO, and hydrophobic Si
cantilevers differed by only 2%. The GaAs and hydrophobic semiconductor experiments also
provide direct evidence that van der Waals force is a sufficient mechanism of adhesion in
gecko setae, and that water-based capillary forces are not required. Gecko setae thus have the
property of material independence: they can adhere strongly to a wide range of materials,
largely independently of surface chemistry
1.3.4 Dominance of Geometry In Van Der Waals Interactions
The theoretical magnitude of van der Waals force is:
F

vdw

=

AR2
6D3

(between a planar substrate and a circular planar spatula of radius R [11]
F

vdw

=

AR
6D2

(for a planar substrate and a curved spatula of radius R)
A represents the Hamaker constant, D is the gap distance (typically 0.2 nm for solids in
contact. A is a function of the volume and polarizability of the molecules involved. A, the
Hamaker constant, for materials interacting in dry air is typically approx. 10e-19. Altering the
chemical composition of one or both surfaces can alter A, which can be as low as approx.
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one-half to one-third this value for some polymer-polymer interactions (e.g. PTFE or
polystyrene), and as high as five times this value for some metal-on-metal interactions. In
water, A can be reduced by an order of magnitude. Nevertheless, the variation in A is only
about an order of magnitude while gap distance and contact area may vary by six or more
orders of magnitude without macroscopically visible changes at the interface. Moreover, the
effects of gap distance are exponential to a power of at least two. Thus adhesive surface
effects due to van der Waals interactions are a function primarily of geometry, not of
chemistry. To estimate the force can be generated, typical model for spatulae were developed,
such as Johnson,Kendall, Roberts [12] model that considers the force F required to pull an
elastic sphere of radius R from a planar surface, and the Kendall Peel Model[13] that model
Spatulae as nanoscale strips of adhesive tape [14], [15]. The approach assuming F=rw: there
is negligible elastic energy storage in the spatula as it is pulled off, and where w is the width
of the spatula, and r is the adhesion energy as for the JKR model.
It should be noticed that a maximal adhesion in isolated setae requires a small push
perpendicular to the surface, followed by a small parallel drag [3], explained the load
dependence and directionality of adhesion observed at the whole-animal scale by Haase[6]
and Dellit [16].
1.3.5 Self-cleaning
Gecko setae are the first known self-cleaning adhesive [17]. Such properties are suggested to
be intrinsic to the structure, ie, not controlled by a mechanism. Thus it may be applicable to
the proposed gripper. Contact mechanical models suggest that it is possible that self-cleaning
occurs by an energetic disequilibrium between the adhesive forces attracting a dirt particle to
the substrate and those attracting the same particle to one or more spatulae (Figure 2) [17].
Geckos may benefit by having setae made of an anti-adhesive material: decreasing r
decreases adhesion energy of each spatula should promote self-cleaning, but this increases
adhesion of the array as a whole by maximizing the number of uncontaminated spatulae.
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Figure 2. Model of self-cleaning in gecko setae
1.4 Literature review
In recent year, more and more research related to gecko had been done by biologist and
engineering. It shows that the mechanism of the gecko setae could generate dry adhesive
force, which is produced by Van der Waals force. There are many choices for the material
usage for the fabrication of gecko’s patch. Most of the material has been used to fabricate the
gecko’s patch and being test.
Table 1: Selection of material [18]
Silicone

Polymide

Polyurethene

Youngs Modulus

0.00208 GPa

2GPa

0.025GPa

Shear Modulus

0.208GPa

0.76GPa

0.0086GPa

Cost

2.4$/kg

4.3$/kg

4$/kg
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There are mainly three kinds of material which have the similar elastic property. However,
they are different in other mechanical properties which make them perform differently under
load. Gecko’s patch requires a small deform under a certain pre-load, which means a small
Young’s Modulus is preferred because a large deform will lead to large elastic force against
the Van der Waals force. While at the same time, a relative large shear modulus is prefered
due to the unload process requirement. Cost is also an important indicator for the material
used in the Gecko-Inspired Robotics End-Effector. Our project wants to maintain relatively
low cost while keeping well performance. Thus, silicone is currently the best material to be
used as the material for the Gecko-Inspired End-Effector.
Currently, vacuum suction cup and bernoulli's end-effector are the main solutions for the
Thin-film glass industry. Vacuum suction cup is working by using pressure difference
between object and the suction cup. By pressing the ball on the vacuum suction cup shown in
figure 3, air inside will be push out and thus creating pressure difference between inside and
outside. The manufacturing cost for the vacuum suction cup is low but it’s performance is not
reliable and leave residue and trace on the thin-film glass. For the bernoulli’s end-effector, it
is utilizing bernoulli’s law, that use high-voltage air flow to generate pressure difference and
thus a lift, which is highly reliable and efficient. It can grasp smoothly and transmit the object
in a short time. However, it is quite expensive, merely the terminal part usually costs
2000HKD. Thus, our project is aiming to develop an End-Effector that is equipped with high
performance but with low manufacturing cost.

Figure 3. Vacuum suction cup and Bernolli’s end-effector

1.5 Design specification
1.5.1 Material Selection
For the patch material, we refer to the previous papers and experimented with resin, silicone
and PDMS. Figure 4 shows part of effective patches casted by the aforementioned three
materials, the black, yellow, transparent patches are casted of PDMS, resin, and silicone
rubber, respectively. Currently we are using silicon rubber as the material of adhesive
patches, based on the general consideration of convenience, accuracy of casting and adhesive
force measured by our testing platform (will be discussed in details in the later sections) with
same feature dimensions.
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Figure 4. Part of effective patches casted by PDMS, resin, and silicone rubber.

1.5.2 End-effector Design
The wedged structure of the gecko patch consists of a slop side and a vertical side, which
means that the structure is unsymmetrical. If the gripper is designed based on the Load-Pull
(LP) mechanism the adhesion force could not reach the maximum. The reduction of force is
due to the elastic force produced by the wedged structure when bending, and its direction is
against the adhesion force. Therefore, this mechanism could be the fundamental mechanism
for the gripper. Figure 5 simply illustrate the Load-Pull mechanism between the gecko patch
and the object.
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Figure 5. The illustration of Load- Pull mechanism. (a) It shows the
condition of loading. And the wedged structure bends due to the loading,
which generates the elastic force against the object. (b) It shows the
motion of pulling, and the direction of the pulling is vertical to the object.
To achieve the maximum dry adhesion force, the gripper is designed based on the
Load-Drag-Pull (LDP) mechanism. The problem of the LP mechanism is that there will be an
elastic force against the object, and the surface area between the gecko patch is relatively
small. The elastic force is determined by the material properties and the amount of elastic
deformation of the gecko patch. With the same material, we could control elastic deformation
by applying various preload. Another way to maximize the performance is to increase the
contact surface area.
Since the wedged structure is asymmetric, a horizontal shear force could drag the wedged
structures bend to produce a greater contact area. However, the shear force must follow the
correct direction, otherwise, the apexes of the wedged structure would force the object
strongly, which cause the reduction in the contact area. Therefore, the design of gripper
should have a precise control of the parameters, such as the shear force and the drag distance
to enhance the performance of the gecko gripper. In this situation, the shear force which is
applied has a proportional relationship with drop distance. And the exact distance which
could produce the maximum normal adhesion force could be deduced by the experiments,
which would have a more detail in the experiment part. Figure 6 is the illustration of the LDP
mechanism.
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Figure 6. The illustration of the Load-Drag-Pull mechanism. (a) It shows
the condition of loading. And the wedged structure bends due to the
loading. (b) It shows the process of dragging, and it could be observed
that the wedged would bend to the same direction and thus the contact
area between the gecko patch and the object surface is larger. (c) It shows
the condition of the pulling the gecko patch from the object and it would
generate a normal dry adhesion force.
For manipulating deliciated flat surface object like glass, it is desirable to have a design
which would `not cause any damage to it. The design of our end-effort meets this requirement
by having multiple feature which would absorb the impact force when contact and the shear
force applied to the object is so small which could be negligible. As mentioned in the last
part, there will be two states in the gecko patch mechanism, which is on and off state. And
the design should have a precision control over those states.
In the process of mechanism development, three generation of end-effector have been
proposed. Two generations of hand-hold end effector has been realized. Afterwards, a
pneumatic generation has been developed for automation control for a wider use in industry.
As the first generation. The gecko patch would be mount to the acrylic board, which mount to
the roller of the linear guide. There are one to two gecko patch which has an area of 3cm2 on
each acrylic board. It is important that the direction of the wedged on the same patch is the
same to prevent the failure. Two parallel linear guides would install on the base to provide a
linear motion. And the acrylic boards with gecko patch will slide in two linear guides, they
could only move along the linear guides parallelly.

Figure 7. Linear motion of the acrylic board guided by the linear guide.
The Futaba S3010 servo was chosen, and it is mounted on the base to provide the rotational
motion. And a “pin and slot” mechanism is used to transform the rotational motion into the
linear motion. The reason that we choose servo is that servo is much more compact and
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lighter with the comparison to other actuators. Although the precision control could also be
achieved by other actuators, like step motor, brushless motor and pneumatic system, the
whole setup which needs to drive it is bulky.

Figure 8. Actuator for end-effector, Futaba S3010 servo.

Figure 9. Illustration of the Pin and Slot motion.
For step motor and brushless motor, it could provide a high torque and precision control.
However, it needs an additional driver to drive the motor and most of the time it needs a
separated power source. And the servo motor only needs a power of 5-8V, which could be
provided by the control board without additional equipment. For the pneumatic system, it
needs a constant pressure source for outputting the motion with the constant force and speed.
It also needs extra devices. Therefore, servo motor it the device which meets our design
expectation without increasing the complexity of the whole system.
The gecko patch on the end-effector should in contact with the objects so that the design
needs to ensure all the patch are in the same level. Therefore, a soft silicone rubber or foam is
inserted between the acrylic board and the roller of the linear guide. This could keep all the
patch are on the same level when in contact. Also, it increases the tolerance of the defect of
the flat base surface of the gecko patch.
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Since the two acrylic board is moving in the opposite direction, the shear force applied to the
object would cancel out. So that the net force in the whole system would be zero, and thus the
object would remain stable and stationary. Again, when detaching the release force is an
internal force, so that there are negligible fluctuation and external force.

Figure 10. End-Effector Design Over view

Figure 11. End-Effector Bottom View
The second generation learned from the first one, aiming at decreasing the fabrication cost.
The principle was similar, the adhesion is activated utilizing parallel motion of the adhesive
patches as well. However, electronics components are avoided and the whole process was
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completed by a simple mechanics structure. With observed the problem at the first
generation, which is the total contact area is low (about 10-15% of the total area). In order to
further increase the performance of the design, it is necessary to eliminate the factors which
reduce the flatness of the structure. A schematic structure is shown as Figure 12.

Figure 12. The 2nd generation hand-hold end effector
Confidence of building an automatically controlled gripper was given by the great
performance of the first two generations. The third generation of end effector was therefore
developed. It is aiming to be equipped on robotic arms that help achieving automatic gripping
operations.For mimic the condition which will used in the factory assembly line, the
pneumatic drive system is chosen for its stability and low complexity for maintenance. A
pair of adhesive patches were mount on a pneumatic cylinder. The motion of patched can be
controlled by programs, through a magnetic valve. The connections and structures are shown
in Figure 13.
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Figure 13. The 3rd generation pneumatic end effector
2. Discussions
Testing and Evaluation
For the 3rd generation pneumatic end effector, the total force area is 18cm2 (3cm*3cm*2). In
manual operation, it can lift a 153g Huawei Honor 8 mobile phone, which has a pressure at
833 Pa. Under the control of the robotic arm, it can lift a 270g box, which has a pressure at
1470Pa. The difference between manual control and robotic arm control is that the accuracy
of the down-force and the angle are different. The robot arm can control the end effector to
grab the object with very precise force and angle, so the setae can better conform to the
surface of the object and provide greater van der Waals force.

Figure 14. The 3rd generation end effector
Figure 15. The 3rd generation end effector
in manual mode
under robotic arm control
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Application Scenarios
The biggest advantage of our product is the ability to provide adhesion without the need for
atmospheric pressure or by means of gripping. So it will make a big difference in some
vacuum environments. For example, in space, it can help astronauts grab some huge items or
stay on the surface of the spacecraft. Besides, in industrial production, some high-precision
glass production lines need to maintain a vacuum to exclude magazines. In this case, our end
effector with robotic arm can efficiently grab the glass and place them in a designated
position for precise movement of the glass in a vacuum environment. Currently, Shenzhen
LENS Technology has this kind of demand and we are planning to cooperate with it.

Figure 16. Application in space

Figure 17.
production

Application in

industrial

This product also has broad potencial in daily application for the public. Traditional vacuum
nozzles require a very smooth surface to prevent air leaks. And the double-sided tape will
leave hard marks on the wall. However, our gecko-like surface does not have these
limitations. So we can use this technology to produce stickers that can be applied to all types
of surfaces and can be removed without any marks.

Figure 18. Application in daily use like stickers
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